
 1 What inspired you to write a book combining the paranormal with quantum physics?

 2 Have you had any paranormal experiences that led you to believe they had a scientifi c 
cause?

 3 What is PSI?

 4 Can all paranormal activity be explained by modern science?

 5 What is the most interesting aspect of quantum physics in terms of the paranormal?

 6 How do UFOs and ghosts relate to the idea of parallel universes and alternate 
dimensions?

 7 What is the Zero Point Field and why is it so important?

 8 How does the observer play a role in reality in terms of quantum physics?

 9 Why is consciousness considered the key to all paranormal experiences?

 10  How can quantum physics directly affect us on an everyday level?

 11  Do poltergeists represent energy moving between dimensions?  

 12 What is a wormhole? Is there proof they exist?

 13  How has ancient religion predicted the most cutting-edge theories of quantum physics? 

 14  How do the theories of non-locality and entanglement explain psychic ability and mind 
over matter?

 15 Do energy vortices like the Bermuda Triangle exist elsewhere?

 16 How does matter and energy move between dimensions?

 17 What is resonance and how does it play a role in paranormal phenomena?

 18 Are we all more psychic than we think and how do we tap into it?

 19 What do the latest, most cutting-edge quantum physics theories promise for the future?

 20 Are consciousness and the paranormal contagious?
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PART ONE explores the paranormal world, focusing on aspects that suggest a scientifi c 
explanation.

Chapter One – Fermi Asked First
UFOs and extraterrestrial intelligence have long been thought to come from other planets in 
our universe. Much research suggests this may not be the only place from which they are com-
ing. No matter where they come from, how are they bending our laws of physics to get here?

Chapter Two – Spectral Spectacles
The nature of ghosts, poltergeists and mysterious spectral creatures that seem to possess the 
ability to move between our world and the next. What are they made of, how do they move 
between realities, and what can they teach us about the nature of energy?

Chapter Three – Into the Void
Energy vortices and the Bermuda Triangle; possible portals into alternate dimensions and par-
allel universes; energy zones and ley lines, sacred geometry and time travel.

Chapter Four – Mind, Unlimited
Mind over matter, ESP, telekinesis, precognition, remote viewing and other forms of psi ability. 
How do we access the past and the future? Is remote viewing a form of tapping into a collective 
fi eld of information? Does PSI ability have a scientifi c basis?

PART TWO explores quantum physics and basic theories about parallel universes, mul-
tiple dimensions, time travel, many-worlds theory and entanglement. A primer of basic 
quantum physics and new discoveries, including the Zero Point Field.

Chapter Five – Quantum Physics, 101
The basic theories of quantum physics, from non-locality to the more intriguing entanglement 
theory. An introductory look at the concepts that following chapters will connect with para-
normal activity.

Chapter Six – A Universe On Every Corner
Multiple worlds, parallel universes and the theoretical physicists who love them! Do we exist at 
the same time on many different levels of reality? Can we experience these alternate worlds?  
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Chapter Seven – Up, Up and Away!
Dimensions, from the ordinary 3-D world we live in, to the 
mind-boggling concept of a fourth spatial dimension and 
beyond. Some theorize there may be as many as 12 dimen-
sions, all gigantic and at the tip of our noses!

Chapter Eight – The Field of All Possibility
The amazing discoveries surrounding the Zero Point Field 
and its physical and metaphysical implications. Is this the 
collective unconscious of Jung, or the Akashic Records 
of Cayce? Can the ZPF provide unlimited, free energy for 
space travel? Are UFOs already using the ZPF?

PART THREE brings the PSI and the SCIENCE together.

Chapter Nine – You Can Get Here From There
How UFOs could be utilizing wormholes in space to travel between universes, even travel 
through time. What types of fuel are they using? From anti-gravity to anti-matter, we explore 
how ET propulsion technologies are not only possible, but, in the case of the Zero Point Field, 
are even being researched in our own earthbound labs.

Chapter Ten – Resonance
The concept of vibrational physics, resonance and the synchronistic relationship between differ-
ent frequencies of energy. The ZPF suggests that all matter is vibrating, so what happens when 
matter synchs up? Can ghosts, poltergeists and entities use resonance to move between worlds?

Chapter Eleven – Cosmic Mind, Conscious Mind
The power of perception, consciousness and the observer to create and shape reality, and how 
quantum physics proves that the observer is key to the observed reality, and what this means 
for PSI and paranormal phenomena. What role does our consciousness play in inviting para-
normal activity into our reality? Can we attract it? Is PSI ability available to anyone who under-
stands the role of perception?

Chapter Twelve – As Above, So Below
Comparison of ancient religious teachings with modern quantum physics. Seems the ancient 
ones knew all about things like parallel universes, alternate dimensions and even wormholes 
through space and time! “In my father’s house are many mansions…”
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       Marie D. Jones has been involved with the para-
normal for most of her life, including over fi fteen years as a trained fi eld investigator for both 
MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) and CUFOS (Center For UFO Studies), and a member of 
Fate Magazine’s research community. She also formed two local UFO/paranormal research 
organizations in Southern California. 

Marie is a licensed New Thought/Metaphysics minister and pastoral counselor, holding a Mas-
ter’s Degree in Metaphysical Studies. Currently pursuing Doctor of Divinity status, she has 
studied Wicca, Hermetica, goddess traditions, mythology and comparative religion. 

Besides hundreds of books, articles, essays and stories to her credit, Jones is the author of 
Looking For God in All the Wrong Places, which garnered many positive reviews. The book was 
chosen as the “Best Spiritual/Religious Book of 2003” by RebeccasReads.com, and made the 
“Top Ten of 2003” list at MyShelf.com. 

Jones has also authored and co-authored over three dozen inspirational books, including: 

• 100 Most Fascinating People in the Bible 

• Life Changing Prayers 

• God’s Answers to Tough Questions 

• Bless This Marriage 

• Simple Wisdom 

• Angels In Our Midst 

• How To Let God Help You Through Hard Times 
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Her essays and stories have appeared in numerous book anthologies, including Chicken Soup 
for the Working Woman’s Soul, Chicken Soup to Inspire a Woman, If Women Ruled the World, God 
Allows U-Turns and others. She is also a popular book reviewer for such websites as BookIdeas.
com, RebeccasReads.com and CurledUp.com. 

Jones has written articles for MUFON Journal, UFO Magazine, Alternate Realities, InnerActiv-
ist, InnerSelf, Democratic Underground, Raw Story, AbsoluteWrite.com, Whole Life Times, Beyond 
Reality and many other print and internet publications. She is also the writer and editor of the 
Pro-Activist, a progressive newsletter. 

Also a screenwriter, Jones is the creator and producer of an award-winning children’s video, 
Pig Tales, and has written several direct-to-video projects that received national distribution. 
Her various screenplays have placed highly in national awards and contests, and several have 
been optioned. 

A talented public speaker, Jones has won many “Best Speaker” ribbons for her popular inspira-
tional speeches at San Diego Toastmaster clubs. She formerly ran her own book review radio 
show, Books For The Spirit, on Book Crazy Radio. 

Married, with one son, Max, she now resides in San Marcos, California where she continues 
her pursuit for knowledge of both the natural, and the supernatural.  
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In PSIence, Marie Jones takes the reader on a roller-coaster ride into the unknown. Daring to 
penetrate the shadowy realms that co-exist alongside our own world, Jones provides much 
food for thought as she weaves together a fascinating theory to explain the many and varied 
mysteries that have fascinated humankind for millennia. If you are interested in UFOs, ghosts, 
strange beasts, aliens, ancient mysteries and more, PSIence is a book that you defi nitely need 
to read.

—NICK REDFERN, author of Three Men Seeking Monsters and Body Snatchers in the Desert

Marie is an expert layperson in communicating what can be some daunting new science to 
those who want to know more.  She boils it down to its essentials and has done so deftly and 
brilliantly.

—PAVEL MIKOLOSKI, Grassroots Marketing Director, What the Bleep Do We Know

We now have the facts--details of how science and faith intersect. Matter and energy are infi -
nitely available, and can manifest in virtually any way. Marie D. Jones has done a thorough job 
of explaining this. She takes us on a journey so complete, this book is worth dozens in your 
library. Any researcher of the paranormal will be delighted.

—JOSHUA P. WARREN, President, L.E.M.U.R., author of How to Hunt Ghosts and Pet Ghosts 

The days of the petro-chemical powered rocket are rapidly coming to an end. With the recent 
advances in science, particularly quantum physics, it is becoming clear that the future lies in 
the manipulation of energy at the atomic and sub-atomic level. The once hard line between 
science and metaphysics is becoming more and more blurred. Einstein’s Unifi ed Field Theory 
now sounds like The Force in Star Wars. And, if the entire universe is truly one integrated mass 
of energy, then the Buddhists may be correct about everything being connected to everything 
else. This concept goes a long way in explaining phenomena such as psychic abilities, proph-
ecy, remote viewing and the long reported actions of UFOs. Marie Jones has joined the list 
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of forward thinking individuals who are taking us to the next level in both science and our 
understanding of the universe and our place in it.

—JIM MARRS, journalist and author of New York Times bestsellers, Alien Agenda and Rule by Secrecy

For centuries, science has mostly avoided the study of the paranormal because the subject 
isn’t something that can be easily put in a test tube and measured. Science simply didn’t know 
how to pose the right questions in order to fi nd answers in this realm. Marie Jones’s new book, 
PSIence, is a bold step forward in applying quantum physics to a millennia-old quandary. The 
theories she offers are insightful and at times startling. Highly recommended for those who 
are on a quest for answers.

—JEFF BELANGER, founder of Ghostvillage.com, author of The World’s Most Haunted Places, beer 
maker, singer, songwriter, and janitor 
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San Diego Public Library - February 2007
PSIence will be featured at the 41st Annual Local Author’s Exhibit

The Tazz and Paula Show - November 2006
Radio interview 

The X-Zone with Rob McConnell - November 2006
Radio interview

Parents, 2006 
Featured author in “Burning the Midnight Oil: How We Survive at Writing” 

North County Times 
“Cat Tales Land San Marcos Writer in the ‘Soup’” by Jeff Frank 

North County Times (Faith and Values Section)
“‘Looking for God’ Doesn’t Have to be Hard” by Gary Warth 

Applecart Magazine
Author of the Month — November, 2005 

www.RebeccasReads.com  
Author interview and book review of Looking For God In All the Wrong Places 

OptimizeInstitute.com 
Radio interview
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San Francisco, CA (October 1, 2006) — Many of the world’s leading scientists, researchers and 
spiritual leaders—from noted physicists like Michio Kaku to the Dalai Lama—are beginning 
to accept the possibility of alternate realities and dimensions that warp time and space. In 
PSIence: How New Discoveries in Quantum Physics and New Science May Explain the Existence of 
Paranormal Phenomena, author Marie D. Jones leads us on a journey to where the  “normal” 
and the paranormal intersect, where the known and unknown converge, where science greets 
the supernatural.

A longtime investigator of metaphysics and the paranormal, Jones reveals, in layperson’s terms, 
how the latest discoveries in quantum physics and New Science may explain the existence of 
UFOs, ghosts, poltergeists, time anomalies, the Bermuda Triangle, energy vortices—and psy-
chic abilities such as ESP and telekinesis. As paranormal researcher and author Nick Redfern 
said, “Jones takes the reader on a roller-coaster ride into the unknown. Daring to penetrate the shad-
owy realms that co-exist alongside our own world.” She answers many fascinating questions:

• Are poltergeists energy fl uctuations in the Zero Point Field?

• Can the experience of déjà vu be explained by the quantum theory of parallel 
universes?

• Do thoughts have the energy to move physical objects?

• Is the Zero Point Field the source of all creative energy?

• Can every human being experience the paranormal?

• Do UFOs use wormholes to traverse between universes?

• What are the parallels between ancient religions and modern quantum physics?

-more-
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SCIENCE and the SUPERNATURAL 

CONVERGE in PSIence
“Marie Jones has joined the list of forward thinking individuals who are taking us to 
the next level in science and our understanding of the universe and our place in it.” 

—JIM MARRS, author of the New York Times bestsellers, Alien Agenda and Rule by Secrecy
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The author of Looking For God In All the Wrong Places, as well as hundreds of published ar-
ticles and essays, Jones is a New Thought/Metaphysics minister and counselor from San Diego 
(more on Jones at www.warwickassociates/PSIence). 

PSIence brings today’s hottest topics together into one book, covering the paranormal, quan-
tum physics and the new science of consciousness studies in a style that is appealing and easy 
for everyone to comprehend. Simple sidebars and graphics explain complex concepts, and 
a touch of humor lightens the scientifi c material, resulting in a book as entertaining as it is 
educational.

Readers interested in mind-body subjects will enjoy the chapters on the role of perception and 
consciousness in paranormal activity, as well as the power of the mind and the ability of quan-
tum physics to explain some of those powers. New Science fans will delve into the chapters on 
the Zero Point Field and the current research into the potentially holographic brain and how 
it parallels the holographic universe theory.
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